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Proper
childcare
in infancy
The Government must demonstrate
that it is serious about effective and
affordable provision for Britain's
children , says Anita Pollack

A

DECADE ago, along with Portugal and
Greece, Britain was at the bottom of
the European Union childcare league.
And despite the Government's
flagship national childcare strategy, parents of
young children in this country are still at the
lower end of European provision. There is still
only one registered childcare place for every
seven children in England under eight years
old.
The Government is beset by a shortage of
essential workers, including teachers, nurses
and paramedics. It makes noises about encour
aging more women to take a more active part
in public life, trying to tackle child poverty
and bemoans the shortage of women entrepre
neurs. But the stark reality is that many fami
lies, particularly those with more than one
child under five years old, simply cannot
afford nursery charges.
Childcare workers, including childminders,
remain underpaid and under-valued. At least
one-third of the childcare workforce is
untrained . And this in a workforce with a high
turnover and low rates of pay.
How, then, can 300,000 childcare workers
be recruited? This is the number which a
rece nt survey conducted by the think-tank
Demos and Genderquake estimates will be
needed over the next four years.
T he national childcare strategy has helped,
and the Government insists that there are now
170,000 new childcare places. But the
problems of supply and cost remain and
they will not be solved by looking to the
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private sector for all the answers.
The Cabinet Office website is notable for its
lack of the use of the word "childcare". It does,
however, mention women and work. It says:
"The proportion of women working full time is
much lower among those with dependent chil
dren, particularly among those with younger
children, and the proportion of those working
short hours (O-IS) is much higher." What a sur
prise.
The "work-life balance" campaign focuses
on the benefits of "flexible" employment. A
work-life balance for parents of young

2 ~T cent . TIle official explanation for this is
thai the proportion of lone parents with a child
under five b ralle from 47 per cent to 36 per
cent ove r !he past decade, while there are more
flexible .....,orl.:ing hour~ and better education. In
fael, th~re are fewer incentives to stay at home.
The Waning Families Tax Credit is an
effon [0 promote equal opportunities and help
tho eOll 10..... incomes. but it does not tackle the
pro lelIl!t of high childcare costs and the short
:sge of propl!! to do th~ job.
Ho
afford

d Genderquake survey indi
cates tha parerus 1}'Pically bear 93 per cent of
chil
C 1 . The cost of one child of pre
school age and one of school age can be as
much
_6.
, ear. Only high earners can
affo lit
The European Urrion took a strong line on
childca earl.' In the 1990s. As a result of
pres ' ure IrOlIl
1EPs, it published a
Recol1/mendal/
,m Childcare and funded a
childcare nelwork Linfortunately, the network
was sacri Iced to budge'l cuts in 1996 and the
issue seems to ha' gone cold.
The EU DirectoT1ltt f or Social Affairs says:
"This unit deals with ~ ualilY between women
and men. We no longer cover childcare per
se." Effort now seems concentrated on the
European Observ ato on th e Social Situation,

...

:.. The stark reality is
that many families
Simply cannot afford
nursery charges
children is about whether a mother can afford
to go back to work or training.
"Flexible" working hours mean taking one
or several part-time jobs. It means doing a
cleaning job in the evenings or working week
end shifts when partner can be at home to look
after the children. This might be t1exible, but it
has nothing to do with improving the quality of
life.
The participation of lone parents in the
labour market has increased significantly.
Thirty-nine per cent of them now work more
than 16 hours a week. In 1991, this figure was

BRITAIN has one of Europe's lowest Ie

Demography and the Family, which largely
concerns itself with population decline. What a
sorry state of affairs.
The last information on childcare collated in
the EU to refers back to 1993. At that time,
more than 90 per cent of children aged three to
school age were enrolled in publicly-financed
childcare institutions in Belgium, France and
Italy. The figure was less than 60 per cent in
Finland, Ireland, Portugal and Britain.
Most countries had considerably lower
levels of childcare for children under three
years old, largely because of generous mater
nity leave. But Denmark, with a childcare
budget around seven times that of Britain and
close to its own defence budget in size,
managed to enrol half this age group.
Britain still has one of the lowest levels of
publicly-funded childcare provision and one of
the lowest levels of paid maternity leave in the
EU. If the Government is serious about gender
equality and wants Britain to have the infra
structure of a modem, competitive society,
then a substantial expansion of high-quality,
affordable childcare is essential.
Both the Government and employers need to
give bigger subsidies to childcare before it can
be affordable . The costs may be high but the
many benefits are worth it.
Anita Pollack was Labour MEP for South West
London from 1989-99 and a spokesperson on
childcare in the European Parliament.

Is of publicly-funded childcare provision

Orwell was not
Big Brother
APOLOGISE for returning to the
subject of George Orwell's list of
alleged Stalinist sympathisers, but
Elizabeth C, Hazlehurst's letter a
fortnight ago (Tribune June 14)
demands a response - not least because she
got her facts wrong.
What actually happened was this. With
his friend Richard Rees, Orwell in the late
1940s compiled a notebook listing people
prominent in literary and political circles,
mainly in Britain and the United States,
whom they thought might be "crypto
Communists" (secret mtmlbers of the
Communist Party) or ''feUow-traveUers''
(non-members of the CP who publicly
defended Stalin 's Russia). There were - are
- 135 names in this notebook, and most
were published in a volume of Peter
Davison's edition of Orwell's Collected
Works in 1998 (the ones not published were
those of people who were still alive, and
they were excluded to avoid the possibility
of libel actions).
There are four important factual points
here:
• This was a speculative list two friends
put together for their own amusemen t. It
was not intended for wider circulation, let
alone publication.
• Although some of the names in the
notebook have notes appended that identify
them as probable covert CP members or
even Soviet agents, far more are defined as
merely naive, dishonest, sentimental or silly
in their attitudes to the Soviet Union and
the CPo
• OrweU and Rees were largely accurate in
their assessments. Nearly everyone in the
notebook had expressed gushing
admiration for Stalinist Russia or
participated in CP-run campaigns.
• The list in the Dotebook was not the list
OrweU gave in 1949 to Celia Kirwan, a
former girlfriend who had asked his advice
on who should and who should not be
asked to write by the Foreign Office
propaganda outfit for which she worked,
the newly-established Information Research
Department. The IRD list contained only
"about 35" names, according to OrweU,
and it has never been published: for
reasons best known to itself, it has been
withheld by the Public Records Office.
Although the names Hazlehurst mentions in
her letter - Nancy Cunard, Cecil Day
Lewis, Tom Driberg, John Steinbeck, Orson
Welles et aI. - are in Orwell's notebook, we
don't yet know whether they are on the
IRD list.
Of course, the facts aren't what are really
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at stake. The big questions are whether
Orwell was right to compile his notebook
for his own purposes and whether he was
right to hand over the shorter list to the
IRD.
On the first of these, I fail to see how
anyone can object to a political journalist
keeping tabs on his or her subjects' political
aO"lliations and backgroDllds. Every
political journalist does it. Unless you know,
say, that the chair of campaign A is a
member of the central committee.of a
Stalinist micro-party, or that the leader of
trade union B is affiJiated to a Trotskyist
groupuscule, or that the columnist for
r pectable broadsheet C was onc;e a
lobbyist for Slobodan Milosevic, or that the
Tory MP for D has repeatedly taken freebie
holidays in Northern Cyprus, you miss
important stories.
ANDING over the shorter list to
the IRD is more controversial 
but I still don't think that it
amounted to more than a minor
error of judgment. The purpose of
the list was to advise the Foreign OtTIce
about whom not to hire to write articles,
pamphlets and books for a new department
that had been set up by the Labour
Government to counter Communilit
propaganda abroad with arguments for
democratic socialism.
Now, it's perfectly possible to argue that
the IRD should never have been set up on
the grounds that a democracy should have
no recourse to propaganda - and there is a
strong case for be ieving that in later years
its role in spreading rumour an d
disinformation was repreb osible. But in
1949, the idea of the IRD did not eem at aU
shady. There was good reason to fear
Stalin 's intentions in Europe. The oviet
Union, itself a vile dictatorship, had
ruthlessly suppressed nascent democracies
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, imposing
pliant puppet dictatorships and
imprisoning democratic socialists. West
Berlin was under Soviet military blockade,
and it seemed to many that Stalin was
preparing for aU-out - ·ar. OrweU was by no
means alone on the Left in thinking a
British propagand' effort j ustitied.
If there remains u case against OrweU's
action, it is that be did not know to what
use his list would be put by the state. That
was certainly a risk - but in the
circumstances of the time it was an
understandable one to take. It certainly
should not be allowed to besmirch his
reputation .
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